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The #1 New York Times bestselling novel that picks up where The Last Man left off, The Survivor is
a no-holds-barred race to save Americaâ€¦and Mitch Rappâ€™s finest battle.When Joe â€œRickâ€•
Rickman, a former golden boy of the CIA, steals a massive amount of the Agencyâ€™s most
classified documents in an elaborately masterminded betrayal of his country, CIA director Irene
Kennedy has no choice but to send her most dangerous weapon after him: elite covert operative
Mitch Rapp. Rapp quickly dispatches the traitor, but Rickman proves to be a deadly threat to
America even from beyond the grave. Eliminating Rickman didnâ€™t solve all of the CIAâ€™s
problemsâ€”in fact, mysterious tip-offs are appearing all over the world, linking to the potentially
devastating data that Rickman managed to store somewhere only he knew. Itâ€™s a deadly race to
the finish as both the Pakistanis and the Americans search desperately for Rickmanâ€™s
accomplices, and for the confidential documents they are slowly leaking to the world. To save his
country from being held hostage to a country set on becoming the worldâ€™s newest nuclear
superpower, Mitch Rapp must outrun, outthink, and outgun his deadliest enemies yet.
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Rapp is back and he is as strong as ever in The Survivor, the return of Vince Flynnâ€™s Mitch Rapp
series. Of course for fans of Rapp and Flynn, The Survivor is more than just your typical novel. With
the tragic passing of Vince Flynn in 2013 many were left to wonder if Flynnâ€™s final novel The Last

Man would be the last time we saw Rapp. Thankfully for fans of the counter-terrorism operative,
Rapp has returned do to the outstanding work of novelist Kyle Mills. Up front I have to say that I am
a huge Flynn fan. I started reading Flynn in the summer of 2000 and found him to be one of the best
novelists of the past two decades. To me he helped define what a thriller should be in the post 9-11
world. As a result while I was thrilled to hear Rapp would return, I was also very wary if anyone
could produce a Rapp novel anywhere near the quality of what Flynn wrote. Well Iâ€™m thrilled to
say Kyle Mills has delivered a Rapp novel that exceeded everyone of my expectations. To me The
Survivor is a top 5 Rapp novel. Mills did something I didnâ€™t think was possible, he made me
forget that The Survivor wasnâ€™t written by Vince Flynn.The tone, style, pace and voice of the
novel is Flynn. Iâ€™m not sure how Kyle Mills pulled this off but I canâ€™t compliment him enough
for this. The task of carrying on for Flynn must have been beyond stressful. The fact that he
produces such a home run of a novel in his first attempt with Rapp makes me beyond thrilled to see
what happens in the next novel. The Survivor checks off all the must haves of a Mitch Rapp novel.
The pace and thrills are non-stop. The action as always is top shelf and among the strongest in the
genre. In particular I have to give Mills an amazing amount of credit for what I believe to be one of
the best action set pieces in Rapp history.
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